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In 1945 the US Army Air Force let a contract to Consolidated Vultee (later Convair) for a
paper study of long range, surface-to-surface missiles under Project MX-774. The project
identified three design approaches (A, B and C) that could meet the objective. One was
based on aero-engine technology and the other two used rocket propulsion. Design A,
nicknamed the ‘Tee-totaler’ because it did not use alcohol) examined the use of
air-breathing cruise missiles with echoes of Germany’s V1. This resulted in two separately
funded cruise missile studies - Project MX-771 (later the Matador) and Project MX-775
(later the Snark).
Designs B and C were to be rocket powered designs. Design B, named HIROC
(HIgh-altitude ROCket) by the USAAF (nick-named ‘Old Fashioned’ after the V2 by
Convair) was inspired by the V2 missile and to serve as a concept evaluation test vehicle.
Design C, nicknamed ‘Manhattan’ after the program that gave birth to its intended
payload, the atomic bomb, would evolve based on the results of the HIROC test program.
In due course MX-774C evolved into Project MX-1593.

The historical record shows that in April 1947 the
MX-774 Design C (‘Manhattan’) configuration (left) was
a 70ft long, 10ft diameter, eight-engined, two stage
vehicle with the first stage encasing the central main
stage. The far smaller Hiroc (right) was designed as a
proof of concept Program test vehicle.

Consolidated-Vultee was awarded the MX-774 contract on 22 April 1946 with a
supplemental award being issued in June. By August paper studies had led to the first
‘cutting of metal’ for the first HIROC followed by the decision, on 19 April 1947, by the
USAAF to award a follow-on contract to Convair to build 10 HIROC test vehicles, the first
to be completed by June. Within months, however, the tide turned with shifts in attitudes
to the ongoing ‘manned versus unmanned bombers’ debate as well as budget cuts. The
USAAF decided to cancel the HIROC project on 1 July 1947, but agreed that unused funds
could be combined with Convair money to complete and fly three HIROCs. These tests
were made from White Sands Proving Ground, NM between July and December, 1948.
While none of the flights was rated successful they did demonstrate key capabilities, such
as thrust vectoring in flight while maintaining structural integrity and releasing the
nosecone on command. It would take the detonation of Russia’s first atomic bomb before
Convair engineers under the visionary designer Charlie Bossart would return in earnest,
via Project MX-1593, to the design of what was to lead to America’s first ICBM - the Atlas.
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The XLR35-RM-1 liquid
propellant rocket engine
that powered the MX-774
test missile produced
8,000 pounds of thrust
from
four
gimballed
combustion chambers that
could provided vectored
thrust by the swivelling of
the four chambers in
various combinations. The
propellants were liquid
oxygen and alcohol.

Designated RTV-A-2 by the USAF the Hiroc test vehicle entered static testing in San Diego in
early 1947 before a brief three-flight test programme. It was the first missile to be guided by
the use of gimballed engines in place of thrust vanes in the exhaust stream to guide itself. Its
length was 31 ft. 7 in. (9.63 m) - the third and final flight model was slightly longer; it had a
diameter of 30 in. (76 cm) and a finspan of 6ft 10 in (2.08 m). Empty it weighted 1,205 pounds
whilst ready for launch it weighed 4100 lb (1800 kg).
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The inspiration for the HIROC test vehicle came from Karel Bossart.
It was his belief in the need to break the mould of the heavier
aircraft-quality airframe construction, used by the V-2, which
contributed much to the success of the Atlas design. The weightsaving advantages of a balloon-tank aero-shell airframe combined
with the reliability benefits of all engines firing at launch and the use
of a separable warhead all contributed to a lighter and more powerful
missile than at first envisaged. Above: one of three HIROC test
vehicles is seen being prepared for launch from White Sands Proving
Ground’s Launch Complex 33 in 1948. Left: the general arrangement
of the HIROC systems including the four-barrelled rocket engine.
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ONCE AUTHORISED TO BUILD TEN HIROC TEST VEHICLES CONVAIR SELECTED REACTION MOTORS INC. TO PROVIDE A
FOUR-BARRELLED, 8,000 LBF THRUST ROCKET ENGINE WITH FULLY GIMBALLED CHAMBERS. IT WAS DEVELOPED FROM THE
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL XLR-11 POWERPLANT BEING USED IN THE BELL X-1 ROCKET PLANE THAT WAS DESTINED TO BREAK THE
SOUND BARRIER FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE FOLLOWING OCTOBER. THE HIROC MOTOR WAS UPRATED FROM 6,000 TO 8,000 LBF
THRUST. LEFT: BASIC XLR-11 ARRANGEMENT WITHOUT THRUST VECTOR CONTROLS; RIGHT: HIROC ENGINE BAY.
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FINAL ASSMBLY OF A HIROC TEST VEHICLE
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STATIC TESTING OF HIROC VEHICLES CARRIED OUT AT CONVAIR’S POINT LOMA TEST SITE. THE FIRST
STATIC TEST FIRING WAS MADE ON 17 NOVEMBER 1947.
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The USAF contracted Convair to build 10 test vehicles but when the contract was cancelled Convair was advanced in the
construction of the first three test vehicles and accordingly the Air Force allowed remaining funds to be used together
with additional company funds to fly the three vehicles.

#1 - 13 July 1948
Thrust was lost at 12.6 seconds after a copy-book launch. The vehicle reached a height of 6,200 ft before
impact at 48.2 seconds just 415 ft from the launch pad. The payload recovery parachute however failed to
open due to human error during its stowage before launch. The flight was rated a partial success. A
camera and some instrumentation in the payload survived impact.

#2 - 27 September 1948
After launch the vehicle exhibited roll-oscillations of up to 10 degrees which induced drag and, despite the
guidance system working well, led to a loss of thrust and cut-off at 48 seconds at an altitude of 54,000 ft.
and a velocity of 2,350 ft per second. The vehicle coasted to a maximum altitude of some 24 miles. A
battery failure prevented the parachute from being released. During its free-fall the oxygen tank exploded
and the vehicle broke-up at some 20,000 ft and a velocity of 1,900 ft per second. A camera and some
instrument data was recovered after impact.

#3 - 2 December 1948
The final test flight was more successful than its predecessors. Its motor fired for only 51.6 of the
intended 70 seconds due to a premature closure of the main LOX valve. The vehicle reached a velocity of
2,653 ft per second. It then coasted to an altitude of 30 miles. However the nose cone separation charge
fouled the parachute as it was being ejected at from the main body at 121,000 feet while travelling at a
1,500 ft per second leading to its destruction. Following impact the on-board camera that had
photographed some instrument readings in flight was recovered partly damaged.
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AFTER SYSTMS TESTING AT POINT LOMA HIROC TEST VEHICLES WERE TRANSPORTED TO WHITE SANDS PROVING
GROUND, NM WHERE THEY WERE ERECTED ON THE SAME LAUNCH COMPLEX 33 AS THE V-2 HERMES PROGRAM.
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